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Abstract—We report here on the results of co-application of 

complexity and topological measures in the evaluation of 

intercellular connectivity; a critical feature of cancer cells that 

determines their metastatic potential. We studied fractal 

geometry and topology of intestinal crypts in 10 different 

specimens of human normal colon and in 40 colon carcinomas. 

Our findings confirm the previous observations made in a model 

of prostate carcinomas. The natural evolution of the spatial 

structure in carcinomas is determined by increasing values of 

entropy and goes towards increased complexity. Intercellular 

connectivity in colon carcinomas is decreased in comparison 

with normal intestinal crypts. That conclusion is supported by 

changes in both global and local measures of complexity as well 

as topology. The values of both the global and local spatial 

fractal dimensions are increased and the values of the 1st-Betti 

numbers are decreased. At the local scale, one observes 

variability of the local clustering coefficient from zero to one. 

The combination of complexity and topology measures enables 

the objective selection of the reference set of carcinomas for the 

quantitative evaluation of biological tumor aggressiveness by 

convoluted neural network. 

Keywords—homology, cohomology, topological invariants, 

fractals, complexity, colon, cancer 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Eucaryotic cells emerged owing to both evolution of 

intracellular intermolecular couplings and natural selection of 

phenotypes. Cells are composed of various macromolecules 

organized in a specific, teleological, that is, purpose-oriented 

manner. Both macromolecules and interactions between them 

define a cell as a supramolecular dynamic system. Molecular 

interactions do not occur in that system at random. They are 

of quantum nature and are based on some highly specific, 

enzyme-catalyzed, sterochemical transformations. Those 

interactions are not only non-linear, but also frequently 

synergistic, that is, the result is qualitatively unique and 

quantitatively larger than a simple sum of disconnected 

events. Feedback loops of non-linear interactions are 

responsible for growth or decay at the exponential rate. The 

coordination of interactions in time and in space occurs 

precisely in a decentralized manner with sensitivity to local 

changes in intra- and extracellular conditions.  

Living cells compose a complementary tissue system. 

Proteins of cytoskeleton anchor cells within a tissue and keep 

them together as tight layers. Cytoskeleton is a network of 

interlinking protein filaments. It is composed of the 

polymerized actin microfilaments (7 nm in size), 

intermediate filaments built by a variety of proteins (10 nm 

in size,) and the polymerized tubulin microtubules (25 nm in 

size). That network can rapidly self-organize and 

disassembly in response to environmental signals if shape 

optimization, cell division or migration are necessary [1, 2]. 

Protein macromolecules of that network determine 

intercellular connectivity. Indeed, methylation of -cadherin 

promoter decreases expression of that adhesion molecule on 

surface of colon cancer cells and enables both a change of cell 

shape and their migration. Similar mechanism is active in the 

other cancer types [3].  

Intercellular connectivity is one of the pillars of tissue 

complexity. It enables self-organization of cells into stable 

structures of higher order, such as glands in intestinal tract. 

Most important, connectivity affects Euclidean geometry of 

time-space in which growth occurs. Since June 10, 1854, an 

important day in the history of mathematics, when Bernhard 

Riemann gave a habilitation lecture at the Georg-August 

University of Göttingen, Germany, it has been known that 

geometry of time-space is much more than just the static 

arena for physical events that occur in it [4]. Time-space is 

not a passive arena of events anymore. According to 

Riemann, dynamics of the underlying phenomena influences 

the geometry of time-space. As found recently, dynamics of 

cellular interactions influences geometry of time-space and 

vice versa [5]. By studying geometry, one can get information 

about both the underlying dynamics and complexity. In the 

case of the interacting cellular systems, both dynamics and 

geometry are of fractal nature and are coupled each other. The 

biological time-space will be now redefined by topology of 

networks with the global and local spatial or temporal fractal 

dimensions, degree of connectivity of elements and their 

temporal and spatial location. Furthermore, connectivity 

appears to be critical for metastasis formation. If cancer cells 

interact with each other and form some more or less regular 

structures of higher order, such as glands, there is a low 

chance for metastasis formation (compare Figure 4 and 5). If 

they become more independent, they break the rules of 

intercellular co-operation. There is no contact inhibition 

anymore. Distances between cells change. Both distribution 

of cancer cells within glands and distribution of glands is not 

homogeneous anymore. In the extremal cases, cancer cells 

overlap each other and infiltrate the available tissue space as 

a disorganized crowd. That fact has been used in the previous 

study to characterize the strength of intercellular interactions 



within prostate carcinoma tissue by measuring the local 

fractal dimensions. The computer algorithm identified foci of 

cancer cells that possessed the local fractal dimension 

approaching the integer value of the Euclidean dimension. 

The number of those foci increased together with complexity 

of the tissue system and its entropy [6, 7]. 

    The locations that cells occupy in tissue are determined by 

interactions and exchange of information with other cells. On 

one hand, those interactions regulate dynamics of growth of 

a single cell. On the other hand, the spatial distribution of 

cells reflects complexity of the entire tissue system. 

Therefore, the spatial distribution of cells represented on 

digitalized images by cell nuclei (compare Figure 1) is an 

appropriate object for evaluation of strength of intercellular 

connectivity with methods of fractal geometry. The same cell 

nuclei compose a kind of the undirected graph and can be 

evaluated by topological methods.  

    There is a need for some additional mathematical methods 

or computer algorithms that would enable evaluation of local 

differences between forces, such as connectivity of cells 

within a population in relation to its global dynamics for 

identification of pathology or identification of processes with 

consistent uniformity for confirmation of normality. 

Topology that studies shape, holes and connectivity may be 

one of the sources of novel ideas. This is because the rules of 

both classical geometry and calculus fail over weird spaces 

or objects that are like real biological structures, such as 

patterns of tissue growth. Algebraic topology fills the gap and 

offers already some tools for investigation of abstract 

topological spaces with those troublesome spots for geometry 

and calculus, that is, holes. According to the De Rham’s 

theorem, topological holes can be studied in the 

complementary manner from the perspective of homology 

(geometry) or cohomology (calculus) [8].  

    Homology answers two questions. First, it defines a hole. 

Second, it shows how to distinguish between different kind 

of holes. In addition, holes can be measured quantitatively by 

topological invariants. For example, graphs 

that are low-dimensional simplicial complexes can be 

evaluated according to the following Euler characteristics  

that equals the number of 0-dimensional vertices – the 

number of 1-dimensional edges + the number of 2-

dimensional faces – the number of 3-dimensional solids + the 

number of 4-dimensional solids ± etc. Both the local and 

global clustering coefficient can characterize those graphs as 

to the fraction of possible internodal connections. In other 

words, the clustering coefficient captures so-called 

cliqueness, that is, how likely it is that the connected nodes 

are part of some larger connected group of nodes (see Figure 

2) [9]. The kth-Betti numbers can be used for counting and 

collating k-dimensional holes in topological objects as well 

as for characterizing topological spaces [10]. In algebraic 

sense, a hole is a k-chain, that is, a linear combination of 

continuous maps from the k-th dimensional simplex Δk into a 

given topological space with zero boundary that is not a 

boundary of any k+1 dimensional chain. It should be noticed 

that k-chains represent a vector space. Elements of the 

subspace of k-chains with boundary 0 are called k-cycles. On 

the other hand, boundaries of k+1-chains represent a 

subspace of the space of cycles (compare Figure 3). The 

quotient of the space of k-cycles by the subspace of k-

boundaries is by definition the k-th homology group. In other 

words, one defines the k-dimensional holes by taking the 

space all chains with the boundary zero and quoting it by the 

subspace of boundaries. That operation produces a kth-

homology group. The kth-Betti number is a dimension of the 

homology group, which is a vector space itself and equals the 

number of k-dimensional holes. Cohomology investigates 

topological holes using both differential forms and exterior 

derivatives defined over a given differentiable manifold. That 

approach is not, however, a subject to current study. 

    We applied both complexity and topology measures to 

evaluate structures of higher order composed by intestinal 

epithelial cells in normal intestine and in colon cancer with 

aggressive growth, where holes appear first as quite regular 

structures, and then, during tumorigenesis, undergo distortion 

and vary in size.    

II. METHODS 

A. Image deconvolution and isolation of cell nuclei 

 
Fig.1. The digitalized images of both normal intestinal crypts (A) and colon 

adenocarcinoma (C) stained in a standard way with hematoxylin & eosin. 

The section of tissue was taken parallel to the intestinal surface and was 3 
µm thick. Magnification 20x. (B) 0-dimensional simplicial complexes with 

4215 cell nuclei as connected compounds. Cell nuclei were isolated 

electronically from the image shown in (A) using software Definiens ver 2.0. 

(D). 2043 cancer cell nuclei isolated electronically from the image (C) as 0-

dimensional simplicial complexes.  

B. Topological Invariants 

    Theory required for understanding of topological methods 

including topological data analysis can be found elsewhere 

[11, 12, 13]. The key ideas of topological data analysis are 

shown in Figures 2 and in Figure 3. The first figure presents 

the idea of the local clustering coefficient for the undirected 

graph. If a given node has connections only with the other 



single nodes, the value of the local clustering coefficient 

 equals zero (left diagram in Fig. 2). That relationship can be 

ascribed to a single epithelial cell in intestinal crypt that 

touches two neighbour epithelial cells and exchanges 

metabolites only with those two cells. If a given node has 

connections with the other nodes connected with each other, 

all nodes form a clique (complete graph) and the value of the 

local clustering coefficient equals 1. That constellation is 

depicted on the right diagram in Figure 2. It is typical of 

aggregates of cancer cells in foci with the increased values of 

the local fractal dimensions. Otherwise, that coefficient has 

fractional values between 0 and 1 (middle diagram in Fig. 2). 

Since colon cancer cells in the advanced aggressive types of 

that cancer multiply quickly and overlap focally, they form 

aggregates of cells touching each other without any additional 

connections with the other cells of the same gland or the other 

glands (a clique) (compare Figure 4A and Figure 5A). The 

local clustering coefficient  equals one in that case. 

 

 
 

Fig.2. The undirected graph and the local clustering coefficient . The local 

clustering coefficient of a vertex (node) in a graph quantifies how close its 

neighbours are to being a clique (complete graph) 

 

    The Figure 3 presents two geometric models of an interval 

and a triangle including the boundaries of those structures 

together with the example of decomposition of the triangle 

and calculation of its boundary. The Figure 3 also shows how 

the evaluation of homology H0 and H1 can be done. 

 

 

Fig.3. Examples of simplicial complexes and their decomposition.  

    Every n-dimensional simplicial complex has exactly n+1 

simplices of dimension (n-1) in its boundary. That fact is 

depicted on the Figure 3, where the interval (ab) has exactly 

two points a and b as its boundary bd. For a topological space 

X the k-th Betti number is the number dim H_k (X, Q). In 

other words,  is the number of connected components,  is 

the number of 1-dimensional or “circular” holes,  is the 

number of 2-dimensional “voids” or “cavities” … etc. Hence, 

the Betti numbers for the interval (ab) are as follows 0 = 1, 

1 = 0. The triangle abc possesses three intervals (ac), (ab), 

and (cb) as its boundary. Its Betti numbers are 0 = 1, 1 = 1 

for 3 edges form one “loop”. One can assign to each pair of 

simplicies (v, m) with m being a boundary of v, an orientation 

[v, m] = ± 1, so that the oriented boundary-of-boundary 

equals zero. That fact is depicted in the two lower lines. Two 

boundary operators ∂1 and ∂2 decompose the triangle (abc) 

first into its three edges, then to zero.  

    In that study, we analyzed natural biological complex 

objects, such as intestinal glands composed of normal or 

malignant intestinal epithelial cells. In the latter case, colon 

carcinomas were classified as pathologically advanced (G2 

and G3) and clinically high aggressive cancers. We applied 

tools of both fractal geometry and algebraic topology. Cell 

nuclei, that represent cells distributed in tissue space, were 

isolated electronically (Definiens, ver 2.0, Germany). 

Structures of the higher order, such as glands were identified 

by edges drawn between cell nuclei by computer algorithm 

and both topological invariants and homology measures, that 

is, the Betti numbers and the local coefficient of connectivity 

were measured (Topology Tool Kit at Gut-Hub). Also, we 

measured both the global and local fractal dimensions (plugin 

FracLac, ImageJ, 2015). Lacunarity was measured using 

Fractalyse 2.4. Entropy was measured with Matlab 2020a.  

    The computer algorithms that calculate the mean value of 

lacunarity for images use the same principle as in the case of 

the global fractal dimensions, i.e., they analyze the digital 

image from different scaled levels of resolution to examine 

how certain geometric features change with the size of the 

element used to inspect the image. The first approach, called 

box counting, is identical with the principle underlying the 

capacity dimension in the sense that the box for each ε is 

placed as though it was a part of a grid overlaid on the image 

so that the box does not overlap itself. In the second one, 

called sliding box algorithm, the box is slid over the image so 

that it overlaps itself and the sliding box lacunarity is 

calculated. Lacunarity analyses have shown that data sets 

extracted from geometric fractals, or from patterns that 

change little when rotated have low lacunarity. The larger and 

more irregular are the gaps in the image, as those seen in 

glands in some adenocarcinomas or benign polyps, the 

greater is the value of lacunarity. In some instances, fractal 

dimensions and values of lacunarity can be correlated, but it 

does not hold for all types of patterns and measures of 

lacunarity [14]. 

C. Fractal Dimensions 

    The local fractal dimension (LFD) is the fractal capacity 

dimension calculated for every pixel in the image. It is done 

according to the same equation as for the global spatial fractal 

dimension. This dimension is a local and indirect measure of 

intercellular connectivity, that is, interconnectedness which 

denotes the existence of complex, dynamic relationships in a 

population of cells leading to the spatial and temporal 

emergence of global features or patterns in the system that 

would never appear in a single cell existing out of the system.  

    The local connected fractal dimension (LCFD) 

characterizes local irregularities of geometry of 

heterogeneous geometrical objects, such as clusters of cancer 

cells present either in glands or in infiltrates. Instead of a 

single value of the global fractal capacity dimension D0 

calculated for the entire image, one gets a set of values 



calculated for each pixel that belongs to the analyzed object. 

This is done according to the following Image J algorithm: 

 

Step 1: choose a pixel P that belongs to the analyzed object 

and possesses eight neighbor pixels. 

Step 2: define the local connected set of pixels by finding all 

the pixels connected to the pixel P within the increasing s-

pixel-side window centered at P. 

Step 3: count how many pixels N(s) of the analyzed object 

are within the window. 

Step 4: use the least square method to compute the slope of 

the log-log curve composed by the coordinates (log(N(s), 

log(s)) [15]. 
    The Renyi family of the global spatial fractal dimensions 

comprises the capacity (D0), information (D1), and 

correlation (D2) dimension. The appropriate introduction to 

the theory of dimension, fractals, or the formal mathematical 

definitions of the fractal dimensions can be found elsewhere 

[16-19]. Briefly, the capacity dimension D0 is defined as a 

relationship between the logarithm of a number of boxes N() 

covering the geometric object and the logarithm of a box size 

. The information dimension D1 measures how the average 

information needed to identify an occupied box, scales, as the 

scale of boxes gets smaller. The algorithm for the information 

dimension will search for the linear relationship between the 

logarithm of a box size () and the logarithm of the 

probability p that a given box contains the element of the 

object. The correlation dimension D2 measures the number of 

points M used to generate a representation of the fractal and 

the number of pairs of points closer than ε to each other. The 

correlation dimension is a probability measure that two pixels 

within the object are close to each other less than  [20]. 

 
TABLE 1. COMPLEXITY AND TOPOLOGY MEASURES 

Measure Normal Intestinal Glands 

n=10 

Colon Carcinomas 

n=40 

D0 
1.504 (056) 1.766 (045) 

D1 
1.538 (054) 1.738 (038) 

D2 
1.904 (017) 1.834 (030) 

LFD 1.525 (031) 1.795 (046) 

LCFD 1.501 (025) 1.925 (016) 

 0.5626 (0550) 0.9493 (0256) 

 0.8438 (0521) 0.5897 (0537) 

 

 

3635 (460) 2473 (529) 

 1 1 

 134 (059) 59 (14) 

 0 0 to 1 

 

Table 1. Summary of complexity and topological measures for normal 

intestinal epithelium and for colon adenocarcinomas. Isolated cell nuclei 

belong to the class of 0-dimensional connected compounds. Cells form a 
single simplicial complex. Hence, there are two different values for the 0-

Betti number 0 and 0*. The following symbols stand for: D0 the global 

spatial fractal dimension, D1 the global spatial fractal information 
dimension, D2  the global spatial fractal capacity dimension, LCD  the mean 

local spatial fractal dimension, LCFD the mean local connected fractal 

dimension, H entropy,  lacunarity,  the Betti numbers,  the local 

clustering coefficient. The numbers in brackets denote standard deviation. 

III. RESULTS 

    In Fig.1. are shown digitalized images of both normal 

intestinal crypts (A) and colon adenocarcinoma (C). Both 

normal epithelial intestinal cells and crypts are relatively 

homogeneous. Deconvolution of the image allows the 

identification of 0-dimensional simplicial complexes with 

4215 normal cell nuclei as connected compounds. Those 

nuclei mark the outline of the crypts. Since cells are tightly 

bound at the crypt wall and compose a continuous layer, they 

form 117 distinct 1-dimensional simplicial complexes (B). 

Cancer cell nuclei in the image of colon adenocarcinoma (C) 

stain more intensively. Both intestinal glands and cancer cells 

possess altered morphology and are inhomogeneous. Either 

protein expression or values of the parameters vary locally. 

(D). The number of of 0-dimensional simplicial complexes is 

2043 and is lower than in the case of normal intestinal crypts. 

The number of 1-dimensional simplicial complexes formed 

by the loops of malignant glands is 55.   
    Results of measurements are summarized in Table 1. 
Differences between both groups of tissues are statistically 
significant (t-Student test, p < 0.01). Figure 4 presents a map 
of local fractal dimensions. The distribution of colors indicates 
relative homogeneity in the population of intestinal crypts as 
well as among epithelial intestinal cells.  

 

Fig.4. The map of the local fractal dimensions (A) calculated for the image 
1A (the set of normal human intestinal crypts) using the software Image J and 
plugin FracLac 2015 and the distribution of the values of the local fractal 
dimension (B). The colors denote the following values of the local fractal 
dimension: light blue 0.2807-0.7144, dark blue 0.7145-1.1077, violet 1.1078-
1.3044, light pink 1.3045-1.4197, dark pink 1.4198-1.6977, magenta 1.6978-
1.9037, yellow 1.9038-2.000.      

In spite of some variation in linear size of crypts, their shape 
is quite regular. Cells keep linear order. Each cell has two 
adjacent neighbor cells exclusively. Since that principle is 
preserved across the entire section and all crypts, the local 



clustering coefficient equals zero for that graph structure. Both 
global and local spatial fractal dimensions possess low mean 
values corresponding to intercellular dynamics typical of 
chaotic deterministic systems with increased connectivity and 
collectivity. 
    As can be seen on the Figure 4A, the population of nuclei 
possess almost identical values of the local fractal dimension 
located in the intervals dark blue, light pink and dark pink. 
There are no cell nuclei with values close to 2.000 (no yellow 
color). That color denotes cells with the highest potential for 
metastasis formation and lowest strength of local intercellular 
interactions. The distribution of the values of the local fractal 
dimension is almost symmetrical. The mean value of the local 
fractal dimension is 1.5500. The global spatial capacity fractal 
dimension D0 for the entire set of crypts shown in Figure 4A 
equals 1.498 (041). That value is close to the mean value of 
the local fractal dimension. 
    Colon carcinomas present different morphology. The 
average number of crypts, or, better, gland-like structures per 
image is significantly lower than in the case of normal 
intestinal epithelium. Hence, the values of the 1-Betti number 
are also lower (compare Table 1). The size of those gland-like 
structures varies to great extent. Also, the absolute number of 
cells engaged in construction of those structures is lower. 
Malignant cells stain more intensely owing to enhanced DNA 
synthesis. They also vary significantly in linear sizes being 
very inhomogeneous population. Those cells reveal a feature 
typical of malignant cells known as a lack of contact 
inhibition. Hence, cells overlap with each other. In those foci 
the local clustering coefficient is not zero anymore. It equals 
one for the most frequent geometric constellation of three 
cancer cells that adjoin each other and form a clique (see Fig. 
2 and Fig. 5). The mean values of the global and local fractal 
dimensions are increased as compared to the values for the 
normal epithelium and approach the integer values; a situation 
typical of chaotic dynamic system losing both its connectivity 
and collectivity [6]. In particular, the local connected fractal 
dimension reaches values close to the integer value in those 
foci, where cells overlap.  

    As can be seen on the Figure 5A, population of nuclei have 

values of the local fractal dimension located in the intervals 

marked with two colors, magenta and yellow. There are some 

cell nuclei with values close to 2.000 (yellow color). Those 

cells possess both the highest complexity and potential for 

metastasis formation. Those cells have lowest strength of 

local intercellular interactions. The other cells represented by 

their nuclei have increased values of the local fractal 

dimension, what indicates weaker intercellular interactions in 

comparison with cells present in the normal-appearing 

intestinal crypts. The plot in Fig. 5B shows an asymmetric 

distribution of the values of the local fractal dimension. The 

mean value of the local fractal dimension is 1.7500. The 

global spatial capacity fractal dimension D0 for that 

adenocarcinoma equals 1.7250 (067). That value is close to 

the mean value of the local fractal dimension.  

IV. DISCUSSION 

    The homology approach is universal enough to be adopted 

for the purpose of digitalized tumor pathology and evaluation 

of the spatial distribution of cancer cells in the context of 

biological tumor aggressiveness. The appropriate computer 

algorithms can identify cancer cell nuclei and present them as 

points in some metric space. Measuring of both geometric 

and topological parameters could identify areas occupied by 

cells in primary tumor tissue with the increased metastatic 

potential, enable calculation of their density, predict 

probability of metastasis formation, and relate those local 

values to the global ones. It should be noticed that owing to 

rather low image resolution, our measurements of the Betti 

numbers possess limited accuracy and represent rather an 

approximation. 
 

 

Fig. 5. The map of the local fractal dimensions (A) calculated for the image 

1C (the set of cancer cells and atypical intestinal glands) and the distribution 
of the values of the local fractal dimension (B). The color scale and the value 

intervals are identical as for the Figure 3: light blue 0.2807-0.7144, dark blue 

0.7145-1.1077, violet 1.1078-1.3044, light pink 1.3045-1.4197, dark pink 
1.4198-1.6977, magenta 1.6978-1.9037, yellow 1.9038-2.000.  

 

    Our results confirm previous findings that natural tumor 

evolution goes towards the increased complexity as measured 

by the increasing values of both the global and the local 

spatial fractal dimensions [7]. The direction of that evolution 

is determined by the increasing values of global entropy 

(compare Table 1). The 1th-Betti numbers are lower as 

compared to normal intestinal crypts. Some number of cancer 

cells form foci with the increased density as measured by the 

values of the local clustering coefficient. Those cells form 

cliques composed usually of three adjoining cells, for which 

the local clustering coefficient is one. Simultaneously, those 

cancer cells reach almost integer values of the local fractal 

dimension that also increases during that natural evolution 

(compare Figure 4 and 5). While normal cells continue both 

growth and proliferation until contact inhibition occurs, 

cancer cells in some areas of tumor do quite the opposite. 

They continue to grow. Carcinomas possess in those areas 

reduced intercellular connectivity. Hence, those cancer cells 

have increased metastatic potential and may form distant 

metastases.  



    Cancer cells form various morphological patterns. The 

areas of the image complementary to the lumen of glands 

correspond to the gaps on the binary image. Investigating 

those gaps provides important information about 

homogeneity of cell distribution in malignant tumor. 

Lacunarity , that is, a degree of gappiness, inhomogeneity, 

or translational and rotational invariance in the image 

characterizes quantitatively those gaps as well as differences 

in their spatial distribution between the patterns of growth. 

This parameter can also quantify differences between self-

similar structures having the same global fractal dimension 

[14]. Lacunarity decreases together with increment of 

entropy and complexity as it was found in the study of 

prostate carcinomas [7]. Normal intestinal crypts have both 

high values of lacunarity and low values of the 1-Betti 

number. This means that crypts are relatively large and 

homogeneous in comparison with those in carcinoma tissue. 

In addition, their number as measured by the 1-Betti number 

is low as compared to the number of crypt-like structures in 

carcinomas.  

    The last, but not least, it should be noticed that all the 

above-performed measurements were possible without a 

need for application of expensive, time-consuming, and 

frequently ambiguous genetic analyses. Our findings create a 

basis for the objective stratification of cancer patients. Those 

methods can also be applied for construction of the objective 

reference set of tumor images for neural networks. Since 

results of tumor stratification by neural networks are 

influenced by an error resulting from the subjective choice of 

reference set by the expert panel, the application of the 

objective and standardized set of images, for example, 

constructed with the above-mentioned quantitative measures, 

could not only improve accuracy of evaluation of biological 

tumor aggressiveness by computer algorithms, but also make 

the results truly objective. Indeed, subjectivity is the Achilles’ 

heel of contemporary tumor pathology. There is a need for a 

fully objective, quantitative system of evaluation of 

biological tumor aggressiveness. We hope that results of our 

investigations will contribute to the development of novel 

computer algorithms for digital tumor pathology. 

    The current study is of pilot nature. We are going to apply 

topological data analysis in tumor pathology in different 

carcinoma models as well as to explore some other novel 

concepts, such as fractal sheaf.   
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